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GSX Monitor is a solution that enables administrators to proactively manage an organization’s
entire collaboration environment. One part of this solution is GSX Analyzer, a powerful, executive
dashboard that works in conjunction with GSX Monitor.
GSX Analyzer calculates industry best-practice statistics and generates sophisticated reports
based on the vast array of data captured through GSX Monitor. These advanced reporting
capabilities provide an insight into the usage and performance of your collaboration servers. GSX
Analyzer can help you to understand key trends and performance metrics in your collaborative
infrastructure and enable you to prioritize and ensure maximum efficiency with minimum overhead.
Management reports can be run on demand or scheduled and delivered automatically to one or
more recipients. GSX Analyzer’s extensive reporting features and statistics allow IT Managers to
identify trends, manage capacity requirements, forecast, and understand the overall health of your
collaborative environment. The reports can be automated and customized to align with your
organization’s requirements; they are perfect for SLA and KPI reporting. GSX Analyzer provides
consolidated reports across all of your collaboration portfolio components in one solution and
provides consistent reporting irrespective of the technology in use.

GSX Analyzer: Dashboard Metrics and Reports

AN ALYZ ER PR OF I LES
GSX Analyzer profiles enable administrators to filter,
organize, manage, and distribute information. Profiles
ensure that the right information is shared with the right
people in a secure and structured manner.
Profiles can be used to filter information, by company, by
customer, by location, by server, or by any other userdefined “tag”.

Create an Analyzer Profile

EN VI R ON M EN T AL H E ALT H
GSX Analyzer’s Environmental Health feature provides an
overview

of

the

health

of

your

entire

collaborative

environment. Use Environmental Health to compare the
performance of SLAs and KPIs across all the servers in your
environment. With Environmental Health reports you can
instantly and easily compare key metrics across all of your
servers. This means that you can rapidly identify issues with
servers and prioritize them for attention.

Environmental Health

T R EN D S
GSX Analyzer’s trend reports enable administrators to
track the performance of selected statistics over a period
of time. Trend reports can be created on demand or
scheduled and delivered automatically to one or more
recipients.
Trend reports help administrators and managers to
understand the past performance of the servers and
services. By highlighting changes and patterns, Trend
Reports enable managers to plan for the future.
Trends

SOLUTIONS:

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

GSX Monitor and GSX Analyzer
GSX Server Guard
GSX 360

For more information on GSX, visit
www.gsx.com, where our resource
center contains FAQs, Case Studies,
Podcasts, White Papers, and
Webinars.

SERVICES:

You can also download a fully
functional, 30 day evaluation copy of
GSX Monitor, GSX Server Guard, and
GSX 360.

Consultancy
On-site training
Support
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